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NEWSLETTER SPECIAL – 10% OFF BATTERIES
Purchased before 31 July 2015
Simply mention or bring in this newsletter

Winter Workshop Woes!
Well the wet, windy and cold weather has certainly made its
presence felt and had us rushing for our thermal overalls!
So it is time to run through the usual winter checklist:
•

•

Batteries - While modern batteries last a lot longer
than they used to, winter will show up any weaknesses.
If your car is slow to start, pop in and we’ll run a few
quick tests. If you do need a new one, we are offering
our regular customers a 10% discount on batteries if
purchased before the end of July.
Tyres – Check your tread, pressures and alignment to
avoid having grip issues in the wet. Uneven wear is an
indicator that the alignment is out – get this fixed
before it gets expensive!

•

Brakes – Does your car pull up nice and straight in an
emergency stop, even in the rain? Don’t wait for a real
emergency to find out, give it a test yourself and while
you’re at it check the fluid levels (or pop in and we can
do this for you).

•

Windscreen Wipers and Fluid – Good visibility is
essential, top up your Bars Bugs and if your windscreen
wipers are not doing a superb job it could be time for
some new blades.

•

Jack, Spare Wheel & Wheel Brace – We never think
about them until we need them, make sure they are
where they should be and everyone that drives your car
knows how to use them.

Somehow a breakdown or accident in the wet and cold is so
much worse than on a nice sunny day! We hope these few
tips will help keep you safe and free from incidents. Just
drop in if there’s anything you want us to take a look at.

Our Services Include:
 Warrants of Fitness (Cars & Trailers)
 Vehicle Servicing
- Lube Only or Full Annual Service
 Cambelts
 Batteries / Brake Fluid Flush / Antifreeze
 Auto Transmission Servicing
 Tyres, fitting and rotation
 Pre-purchase Inspections
 Diagnostic Scanning
 AA Smartfuel Savings
Courtesy cars are available (booking required) or a
local drop off can be arranged.
Visit our website www.epsomautomotive.co.nz for
full details of all our service inclusions.

News from Rhett & the Team
As most of you already know,
Denis left in March and I have
elected to base myself at the main
desk. This has been a great way
for me to ensure we are always
delivering our best possible
customer service and our phone
before we fix guarantee.
I have also enjoyed seeing and speaking to many of
our customers and thank you all for your valued
custom.
On a more personal note, I would like to congratulate
Julian and Kate on their recent engagement! We are
very happy for you both and wish you well...
Stay safe and warm and we look forward
to seeing you soon,
Rhett, Corne, Julian and Sharon

PS: If you received this newsletter in the post and would prefer to save some trees and receive your newsletter via
email, drop us a line - newsletter@epsomautomotive.co.nz. Plus, don’t forget our movie pass referral scheme. If you have
referred someone and we haven’t sent you any movie passes, please call or email Rhett@epsomautomotive.co.nz.

